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The abnormal right ventricle: Relevant on low
risk SPECT perfusion images?
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Assessment of right ventricular (RV) perfusion,

function, and metabolism can provide additional diag-

nostic and prognostic information in patients with

cardiovascular disorders.1–8 Readers of SPECT

myocardial perfusion images may anticipate abnormal

RV dilatation or hypertrophy in some patients with

pulmonary hypertension (PH), heart failure, valvular

heart disease, and/or ischemic heart disease. However,

the RV sometimes appears abnormal on SPECT images

even when the left ventricle (LV) is entirely normal. In

the absence of antecedent heart disease or PH the clin-

ical significance of these observations is uncertain.

Accordingly, Jose and colleagues sought to examine the

ramifications of an abnormal RV on low-risk SPECT

perfusion studies acquired over a thirteen- year period at

the University of Cincinnati.9

STUDY DESIGN

They reviewed 12,883 SPECT perfusion records

and identified 4,761 exams with normal LV perfusion.

None of the study patients had heart failure, PH, prior

MI or valvular disease, and none demonstrated transient

LV dilatation with stress. A standard report template

required the RV to be classified normal or abnormal.

Right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH) was considered

present when the wall thickness was comparable to that

of the LV, and tracer uptake was 50% or greater of the

LV. Right ventricular dilatation (RVD) was defined by

an RV appearing larger than the LV. RV findings were

related to all-cause mortality, all-cause hospitalization

and the onset of PH on echocardiography. (Patients with

new PH were required to have a baseline echocardio-

gram prior to perfusion imaging to exclude pre-existing

PH.) Demographic and clinical data were analyzed using

statistical models adjusted for age, gender, race, body

mass index, and for the comorbidities of diabetes,

hypertension, chronic kidney disease (CKD), obstructive

sleep apnea (OSA), and chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease (COPD) as identified by ICD-10 codes in the

medical record.

RELATIONSHIP TO MORTALITY

The authors report that the RV was abnormal in 410

(8.6%) of the SPECT studies with normal LV perfusion,

with 288 exhibiting RVH and 146 RVD. Over a median

follow-up period of 95.5 months, there were 494 deaths

(10.4%), with a median time to death of 69.8 months. Of

note, 2204 patients (46.3%) did not have full vital status

information at the time of data censoring. However, the

investigators argue that patients lost to follow-up had

clinical characteristics similar to those of the initial

cohort (Supplemental Table S2) and that the loss of this

information would be unlikely impact the study results.

RV abnormalities were independently associated

with all-cause mortality (HR 1.41, CI 1.07-1.86,

P = .015). Nearly twice as many deaths occurred in

those with an abnormal RV as compared to those with a

normal RV (18.5% vs 9.6%, P\ .0001). In a multi-

variable Cox proportional hazards model, an RV

abnormality had the highest hazard ratio for mortality.

Further analysis revealed that the mortality risk was

attributable to RVH (hazard ratio of 1.49, P = .011) and

not to RVD (hazard ratio of 1.01, P = .977).
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RELATIONSHIP TO NEW PH/HOSPITAL
ADMISSION

Nearly half of the study cohort, 45%, did not have

echocardiography after nuclear imaging. However, new

echocardiographic evidence of PH was identified in 619

patients (13.0%), with a median time to diagnosis of

37.6 months. Patients with an abnormal RV were more

than twice as likely to develop PH (25.9% vs 11.8%,

P\ .0001). In the authors’ statistical model, an abnor-

mal RV had the highest adjusted hazard ratio (2.06) for

the development of PH. Both RVH (hazard ratio 1.90,

P\ .001) and RVD (hazard ratio 1.59, P = .016) were

associated with the development of PH.

There were 2,487 hospital admissions in the study

cohort (median time to admission was 27.7 months); 232

(56.6%) with an abnormal RV were admitted compared

to 2,255 (51.8%) with a normal RV (P = .07). Thus, the

presence of an RV abnormality on SPECT images was

not statistically associated with all-cause hospitalization.

The authors suggested that this may reflect the fact that

all admissions were considered, including those for

unrelated medical or psychiatric disorders.

The authors conclude that ‘‘RV abnormalities found

on low-risk SPECT imaging studies …are independently

associated with increased mortality and risk of devel-

oping echocardiographic PH and could identify high-

risk patients for closer monitoring and additional diag-

nostic testing’’.

SOME CAUTIONARY NOTES

Several factors should be considered regarding this

study. A standard report template required the image

reader to indicate if the RV was normal or abnormal, and

to denote whether RVD or RVH was present. Although

consistent collection of RV information is a study

strength, there are concerns regarding the retrospective

nature of the investigation. The Electronic Medical

Record Search Engine (EMERSE) was used to ‘‘mine’’

the text of medical records associated with the SPECT

images. As the authors acknowledge, text mining

reflects the completeness and accuracy of the informa-

tion in the clinical medical record. In a population with

median BMI of 30 kg m-2 and age of 50 years, the

prevalence of hypertension, diabetes/CKD, and COPD/

OSA was 5.8%, .2% and .5%, respectively. These values

seem low relative to other reports.10–14 For example, the

CDC National Diabetes Statistics Report of 2020 notes a

prevalence of diagnosed diabetes in adult males of

11.0% and 9.5% in females,10 roughly 50 times greater

than in the study cohort. Similarly, prior reports indicate

higher prevalences of hypertension, CKD and COPD/

OSA. This raises the concern that ICD-10 codes may

have under-estimated the number of patients with

comorbid medical conditions, which could potentially

impact the study findings.

A second concern is the loss of follow-up vital

status in nearly half of the patients. Although the clinical

and demographic characteristics of those without fol-

low-up are comparable to the original cohort, it is not

possible to exclude the possibility that data loss may

have skewed the results.

RV observations were not considered according to

the type of image acquired. Images were obtained on

two different cameras and some had attenuation correc-

tion while some did not. Findings on rest images were

not distinguished from stress images, and exercise stress

images were not distinguished from vasodilator stress

images. Exercise and vasodilator stress may exert

different physiologic effects on both LV and the RV.

In this sense, the investigation would have benefitted

from an ‘‘apples to apples’’ comparison stratifying the

findings by rest/stress mode and camera of acquisition.

Furthermore, the authors did not consider transient RV

abnormalities (those present with stress but not rest).

Given that Williams reported that transient RV dilation

with stress may reflect balanced CAD,7 it is possible that

identification of changes in RV size or tracer uptake

with stress could have contributed further to the study

findings.

Most of the SPECT images acquired over the

thirteen-year study period were read by two physicians

board certified in Nuclear Cardiology. In a small random

sample (16 studies, equivalent to about .3% of the image

sets in the study cohort), the observers demonstrated

good agreement on the presence/absence of an abnormal

RV (93.8%), RVH (100%) and RVD (86.7%). While

encouraging, little additional information is available

regarding the intra- and inter- observer reproducibility of

all readers and whether the degree of observer agree-

ment was invariant over the rather long time period of

the investigation.

WHAT ABOUT THE LV?

Neither left ventricular systolic nor diastolic func-
tion was considered in this study. Presumably, LV

function was considered normal in the subjects as

perfusion was normal. However, modest differences in

LV function between the original cohort and those lost

to follow-up could have impacted the study findings.

Furthermore, it is of interest that indices of diastolic LV

function were not considered in the statistical model, as

most patients (64%) with the onset of catheterization-

confirmed PH had elevated pulmonary pressures due to

left heart disease, as identified by elevated pulmonary

capillary wedge pressures. Perhaps RVH on SPECT
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images is a marker of LV diastolic dysfunction as an

indicator of mortality risk, at least in some patients. As

such, this observation would have differing clinical

ramifications than RVH arising from purely pulmonary

vascular sources.

CHALLENGES FOR NUCLEAR CARDIOLOGY

This report provides further impetus to examine the

consequences of an abnormal RV on SPECT images.

The initial challenge is to understand how the SPECT

RV signal relates to actual ventricular volumes and

masses, as measured by independent gold standards (e.g.

phantom studies or MRI images). How do partial

volume effect, photon attenuation, respiratory motion15

and image acquisition and reconstruction techniques

impact RV counts and volumes? To what extent do

abnormalities in the thoracic cavity impact the visual-

ized RV16,17? Is an RV count density of 50% of LV

really the best means to define RVH? Can prominent RV

tracer uptake be observed in the absence of RVH, for

example when there is a global reduction in LV

counts18? What would be the ideal cut-off value for

RVH if there is marked LVH with prominent tracer

uptake? Alternatively, could some quantitative measure

of absolute RV uptake, such as a SUV measurement on

an ungated summed image provide a better way of

identifying RVH?

Most SPECT readers will readily recognize severe

RVD, but quantitative volume measurements could

prove more accurate to identify lesser degrees of

dilatation, and for identifying volume changes from rest

to stress. Measurements of RV size, function and tracer

uptake19 could provide a more consistent means of

identifying and characterizing the ‘‘abnormal’’ RV than

the subjective impressions of even an experienced

human observer. In short, we need to ‘‘calibrate’’ the

signal abnormalities on SPECT images to actual RV

volumes and masses, as defined by independent gold

standards.

Once the RV signal has been calibrated, we need to

reach a consensus on what is normal and mildly/mod-

erately/severely abnormal. These findings then need to

be consistently reported in a structured clinical docu-

ment.20 ASNC guidelines note that ‘‘SPECT and PET

MPI also allow interpretation of the perfusion, size and

global and segmental function of the right ventricle’’.

However, the document indicates that these descriptors

are optional and not typically reported unless abnor-

mal.20 Considering the study of Jose and colleagues, a

structured nuclear cardiology report would benefit by

inclusion of information about RV perfusion, measure-

ments of RV tracer uptake (relative to LV, SUVs), stress

and rest RV volumes, stress and rest RV ejection

fractions, and global and regional RV function for each

SPECT perfusion study. Once this data is then integrated

with the appropriate patient demographic and clinical

information, it will then enable us to definitively

understand the significance of an abnormal RV on low

risk SPECT perfusion images.
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